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Mobile Truth Project in Narathiwat

Mr. Nipon Narapitakkul*

Executive Summary

The turmoil in the area of Narathiwat and other southern bordering provinces since 2004 has

been increasingly violent and causes losses of lives of the people as well as image of government

officers, property and the province despite the fact that the government has recruited manpower from

every sector to set up a plan and solve those problems together.  The actual cause of the unrest comes

from the ideological conflicts on land separation.  The group who instigates the turmoil uses the Islamic

teaching and way of life to deviate the peopleûs belief and support their group.

Narathiwat province is well aware of such turmoil and collaborates with the president, vice-

president and every member of the Islamic provincial committee.  In their consideration, the solution to

those problems should focus on ideology via building good understanding among the people so that they

will not become an instrument or victims of the unrest instigators by educating them on the right Islamic

teachings.  This gives birth to the Mobile Truth Project at Narathiwat, and the province has operated this

project for two years.  In 2007 it was carried out  in 202 target villages.  In the following year of 2008 it

expanded to 202 villages.  The total operation counts 404 villages.  In 2009 the province plans to work in

477 villages in order to foster an understanding of the real and righteous Islamic principles as the crucial

foundation for the country peace.

The Mobile Truth Project aims at solving problems originated from ideology so that the target

citizens could genuinely understand the Islamic teaching and historical facts or other incidents and are not

exploited by the unrest instigators.  Finally, the Mobile Truth Project results in the peace of the country

under the diversity of religion, tradition and culture.

______________

* Vice Governor, Narathiwat Province
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